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Saturation
The saturation module is the first part of the signal chain within Tape Pro. It’s very flexible as it
isn’t restricted to the traditional sound of tape and can be used to really tune into your desired
distortion sound. The module has 5 user parameters: Type, Drive, Asymmetry, Hysteresis and
Remanence.
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Response
The response module within Tape Pro models the dynamic frequency response of tape. This can
bring warmth, presence, or even jarring qualities to your audio - this is entirely subjective of
course! The module has 3 user parameters: Type, Low Pass & High Loss.

Clicking on type reveals a drop down window that
allows you to select from 6 different distortion shape
algorithms.

Clicking on type reveals a drop down window
that allows you to select from 12 different
recorded tape Impulse Responses (IR’s).

Tape: The traditional tape soft clipper saturation
curve.

Off: Doesn’t apply an IR.

Digital: Hard clipping.

Cassette Type 1: Typical type 1 ferric
oxide tape cassette IR.

Rectify: Full rectification. All negative amplitudes will
be flipped.

Cassette Type 2: Type 2 chromium
dioxide tape cassette IR.

Half-Rectification: All negative amplitudes will be
forgotten.

Cassette Type 4: Type 4 metal tape
cassette IR.

Master TM15: Alternative mastering grade
tape IR (15 ips).

Sine: Give it some drive and the signal will fold back
on itself like a sine wave.

Worn Copi-Delay: IR from a worn tape
loop on a tape delay unit.

Microcassette 1.2cm/s: IR from a microcassette
running at 1.2cm/s.

Smooth: Soft clipping. Smoother than the tape
saturation algorithm.

New Copi-Delay: IR from a brand new
tape loop on a tape delay unit.

Microcassette 2.4cm/s: IR from a microcassette
running at 2.4cm/s.

Mod Copi-Delay: IR from a modified tape
delay unit.

Semi-Pro RB77 7.5ips: IR from a semi-pro
tape machine running at 7.5ips.

Master SA812: Mastering grade tape IR
(15ips).

Semi-Pro RB77 15ips: IR from a semi-pro tape
machine running at 15ips.

DRIVE - Use this to increase the gain going into the
saturation algorithms. The louder it is, the more
harmonics and distortion you will get.
ASYMMETRY - Add some even-harmonic distortion
to your sound.
Tip - combine some asymmetry with the tape
distortion shape to create the kind of distortion you
would get from a transformer.
HYSTERESIS - Mix in the desired amount of
hysteresis into your signal. 100% is full on dynamic
magnetic tape saturation whilst 0% is static digital
saturation.

Note: Tape Pro also includes Minimum Phase (MP) versions of the IRs listed above ( not including
the copi-delay versions). As frequency is spread through time on recorded tape, the non
minimum phase IR’s can cause phase issues when combined with a dry signal. For that reason
the IR is also applied to the dry signal when a non minimum phase IR is selected. To counter this,
there are some experimental minimum phase IR’s without the phase issues. These are not
applied to the dry signal when selected. If you are using Tape Pro in parallel, on a bus or on a
send, we recommend that a minimum phase IR is used.

REMANENCE - Control how long the hysteresis loop
remembers the previous input.

Wave-Shape View - use the wave-shape view to
see how the saturation is affecting the shape of your
audio. This will visualise every change you make in
the saturation module.
Use the buttons at the top left of the view to change
the frequency you are viewing (the hysteresis and
remanence will have different effects on different
frequencies).
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LOW PASS - The frequency at which the low pass filter for the response module is set.
HIGH LOSS - The amount that loud signals reduce the high frequency response of the response
module.
Use the spectrum view to visualise the frequency response of the module. This will show how
the low pass and high loss parameters are affecting the signal.
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Wow & Flutter

Delay

The Wow and Flutter module emulates the natural irregularities in the physical medium of tape.
Wow recreates the low speed fluctuations of tape speed, while Flutter recreates the high speed
fluctuations. The modules have 10 parameters in total. Wow: Depth, Sync, Rate, Mod, Sync x2
and Mod Rate. Flutter: Depth, Rate, Mod, Mod Rate.

The Delay module is an emulation of an analogue tape delay machine. The module has 11 user
parameters: Dry, Wet, Time L, Time R, Feedback L, Feedback R, Portamento, Enable, Initial,
Sync and Link.

DEPTH - The amount that the signal is affected
by the Wow.

DRY - The percentage of unaffected dry
signal to output.

RATE - The rate / speed that the Wow oscillator
modulates.

WET - The percentage of affected
signal from the delay module to output.

MOD - The range of the modulation of the Wow
oscillator frequency.

TIME L - The amount of time the signal
is delayed on the left channel.

MOD RATE - The rate / speed that the
modulation oscillator modulates the wow
oscillator.

TIME R - The amount of time the signal
is delayed on the right channel.

SYNC - Whether the Rates are in bpm-related
time divisions or frequencies (Hz)

FEEDBACK L - The amount of signal
sent back through delay engine’s left
channel.

Tip - experiment with long 2 bar Mod Rate
measures for cyclical expression.

FEEDBACK R - The amount of signal
sent back through delay engine’s right
channel.

DEPTH - The amount that the signal is affected
by the Flutter.

PORTAMENTO - The length of time that the engine’s delay time takes to change. This results in
smooth slides in pitch with higher values.

RATE - The rate / speed that the Flutter
oscillator modulates.

ENABLE - Whether the Delay module is engaged or not.

MOD - The range of the modulation of the
Flutter oscillator.
MOD RATE - The rate / speed that the
modulation oscillator modulates the flutter
oscillator.
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INITIAL - Enable this to affect the dry signal with the other modules in the plugin such as
saturation and response. This will disable the dry and wet controls in the delay module.
SYNC - Use this to synchronise the delay time controls to the tempo of your project.
LINK - When this is enabled, the delay controls for the right channel will be locked to the values
of the left.
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Output & VU Meters

Noise
The Noise module applies real, sampled tape noises to the signal chain. The module has 4 user
parameters: Type, Pre/Post Delay, Gain & Crosstalk.
Clicking on TYPE: reveals a drop down
window that allows you to select from 12
different recorded tape noises.

The Output module is the final stage of the signal chain. The Module has 4 user parameters:
Output, Mix, Auto-Gain & Panic!
OUTPUT - The overall volume output of Tape
Pro (dB)
MIX - The output percentage balance of the dry
(unaffected) signal to the wet (affected by Tape
Pro) signal.

Off: Doesn’t apply noise.
Cassette Type 1: Typical type 1 ferric oxide
tape cassette noise.

AUTO-GAIN - Increases or Decreases the
output volume of the plugin in relation to the
amount of drive you choose.

Cassette Type 2: Type 2 chromium dioxide
tape cassette noise.

PANIC! - Due to the nature of tape, things can
get a little crazy i.e. High Feedback %’s, PANIC!
Is here for when you need to kill the audio
currently in the Tape Pro chain.

Cassette Type 4: Type 4 metal tape
cassette noise.
Worn Copi-Delay: Noise from a worn tape
loop on a tape delay unit.

Minimum Phase - The output section displays a red icon that indicates when the plugin is in
minimum phase mode. Please see the response section on page 3 to read more about this mode.

New Copi-Delay: Noise from a brand new
tape loop on a tape delay unit.
Mod Copi-Delay: Noise from a modified
tape delay unit.
Master SA812: Mastering grade tape
noise (15ips).

Microcassette
2.4cm/s:
Noise
microcassette running at 2.4cm/s.
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Master TM15: Alternative mastering grade
tape noise (15 ips).

Semi-Pro RB77 7.5ips: Noise from a semi-pro
tape machine running at 7.5ips.

Microcassette 1.2cm/s: Noise from a
microcassette running at 1.2cm/s.

Semi-Pro RB77 15ips: Noise from a semi-pro
tape machine running at 15ips.
PRE/POST DELAY - when the Noise is ‘Pre’ the
delay module, it will be affected, when it is ‘Post’
it will be unaffected.
GAIN - the volume at which the noise generator
plays.

VU LEFT & RIGHT - The VU meters are used to track the signal volume of the drive module. Use
these to see how much the signal is being driven.

CROSSTALK - this determines the amount that
signals in the left and right channel will bleed
into the other channel. Try combining this with
delay to create a delay that decays into the
centre.
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Oversampling & Signal Flow
On desktop, the plugin offers 4 options for oversampling: x2, x4, x8 and x16. Oversampling
reduces aliasing in the saturation module. Higher values of oversampling will eliminate more
aliasing, but this in turn will lead to higher CPU usage. It is recommended to set the oversampling
to the highest value your computer can handle.

On iOS and iPadOS the oversampling is set at x4.

This diagram illustrates the signal flow of Tape Pro:

Installation & Directories
On MacOS, the plugin will install to:
AU - /Library/Audio/Plug-Ins/Components
VST3 - /Library/Audio/Plug-Ins/VST3

On Windows, the plugin will install to:

VST3 - C:\Program Files\Common Files\VST3
32-bit VST3 plug-ins on 64-bit Windows - C:\Program Files (x86)\Common Files\VST3

Please note: we are unable to provide a VST2 version as it is no longer possible to
acquire a licence to distribute VST2 plug-ins.
We recommend that you download our CA Licence Manager to install and activate our
products. This can be found on the licences page on our website.
For any further assistance or technical issues please email us at:
support@caelumaudio.com
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